## Exploring the Digital Domain

**Part Three: Just For Fun**

**NAME(S) _______________________________**

Employ your newly honed skills at keyword searching by answering the following questions. In addition to recording your answers, keep track of the amount of time it takes to complete these searches. In the boxes provided for each item, provide the answer(s) to the question(s); the initial site that you used to find the answer; a second site that corroborates the answer; and the keyword query that you employed to find that site.

1. **Which state(s) have produced the greatest number of presidents? How many?**

   **ANSWER(S):**
   
   **SITE CONSULTED (URL):**
   
   **KEYWORD QUERY USED:**
   
   **SITE VERIFYING (URL):**

2. **Which actor or actress has received the most Academy Award acting nominations (i.e., for Best Actor/Actress and/or Best Supporting Actor/Actress)? How many?**

   **ANSWER(S):**
   
   **SITE CONSULTED (URL):**
   
   **KEYWORD QUERY USED:**
   
   **SITE VERIFYING (URL):**

3. **No one knows who invented duct (a.k.a "duck") tape; but the inventor of its cousin masking tape is known. Who invented it?**

   **ANSWER(S):**
   
   **SITE CONSULTED (URL):**
   
   **KEYWORD QUERY USED:**
   
   **SITE VERIFYING (URL):**

4. **What is the tallest building (i.e., skyscraper) in the world?**

   **ANSWER(S):**
   
   **SITE CONSULTED (URL):**
   
   **KEYWORD QUERY USED:**
   
   **SITE VERIFYING (URL):**
5. Which year in the last century had the greatest number of hurricanes (to develop in the Atlantic)? How many?

**ANSWER(S):**

**SITE CONSULTED (URL):**

**KEYWORD QUERY USED:**

**SITE VERIFYING (URL):**

6. Who won the inaugural (first) Masters golf tournament at the Augusta National Golf Club?

**ANSWER(S):**

**SITE CONSULTED (URL):**

**KEYWORD QUERY USED:**

**SITE VERIFYING (URL):**

7. Who developed the first full-scale, general-purpose programmable electronic digital computer system? When was it completed?

**ANSWER(S):**

**SITE CONSULTED (URL):**

**KEYWORD QUERY USED:**

**SITE VERIFYING (URL):**

**TIME:**